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In dealing with the equity effects of agricultural transformations--
particularly the effects felt through the market -- I don’t wish to narrow
the discussion unnecessarily. Even though the basis for a transformation
could be defined as a nonmarket phenomenon (new variety, e.g.), most of
the effects on income distribution will be felt through the market. Public
nonmarket actions may be taken to soften or hasten the impact, but even the
effects of these nonmarlcet actions will be felt largely through the
market.41
Also included in the category of market phenomena is the “inducement
of innovation”
in the form of
the inducement
by the economic environment (including resource endowments)
technical change, For our purposes, it matters not whether
is felt in the private or in the public sector. Following
Hayami and Ruttan, we include as part of induced innovation, “... the
process by which public sector invesment in agricultural research, in
~/ Journal Paper Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station. I am
indebted to Martin’Abel, Willard Cochrane and Vernon Ruttan for useful
comments on an earlier draft of this paper; to Charles Cobb, Ken Farrell
and Kyle Randall of the Economic Research Service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture for indispensable assistance in pulling together the data
to test the model; and to T. W. Schultz for useful suggestions on data
sources for the human capital variables.
:{ What follows is intended to be descriptive only of a market economy.
It abstractsfrommajor institutional changes (land reform, e,g.).-2-
the adaptation and diffusion of agricultural technology, and in the
institutional infrastructure that is supportive of agricultural development,
is directed toward releasing the constraints on agricultural production
imposed by the factors characterized by a relatively inelastic supply”
(16, p. 31).
I also am attracted toward the assumption that market forces play
an important part in the inducement of many forms of institutional change.
Therefore I do not rule out of consideration any but the most direct
effects of institutional change on income distribution.
I find it useful to separate household income into three principal
components -- returns to unskilled labor, returns to human capital, and
returns on noniv.nnan property, Without dismissing the returns to unskilled
labor completely, I wish to concentrate on the effects of human capital
and property income on income distribution.
Following Meade (23, p. 82), we expres~ income for a household as
(1) Z= WN+VU
where N is the amount of work, W the earnings race for work, U the amount
of nonhuman property, and V the rate of ra~urn on property.
Not surprisingly our interest will include Che effects of property
ownership (U) on the income discribueion? and Cha effects of human
capital on the work earnings rate (W)* and m &ha ratw of return on
property (V). Because another important influmtx? on W is Che transfer
flexibility of redundant resources, WQ will be interested in tha relations-
hip between human capital and resourc~ &t?anRfQr fisxibllicy, Finally,-3-
the market linkages we will be trying to
generated by the process of agricultural
earnings rates, and ownership of earning
in and rates of return to human capital.
Model of Agricultural
identify include the influences
development on the volume,
assets, and on the investments
Production
First, we develop a model of agricultural production -- a model that
will identify the sources of agricultural growth, and reveal the effects
on the returns to land and labor of changes in resource endowments and
in production technology.
In a Cobb-Douglas world (with constant returns to scale, and all









= level of agricultural output, and ~ = 1 dY
Y=
= level of nonagricultural output, and ~ = 1 dX
ZE
=X-I-Y= national output, and ~ = 1 dZ - —.
Z dt
= land used in agriculture, and ~ = 1 dL
t=
= labor force in agriculture, and ~ = 1 dA
xx
= labor force in nonagriculture, and A = 1 dM
X=
=A+M= total labor force, and N = 1 dN
x=
= stock of land-augmenting capital in agriculture, and-4-




percent in Kl has the same effect on output as a
‘2 = stock of human capital in agriculture,
. .
1 percent increase in L.
and
‘2 = 1 dK2 K2 iS measured so that an increase of 1 percent in
—— )
K. dt
K2 has the same effect on output as a 1 percent increase in A.
‘3 = stock of labor-augmenting capital in agriculture, and
l
‘3 = 1 dK3 ~ is measured so that an increase of 1 percent in K3 has ,3 ——
K3 dt
3/ the same effect on output as 1 percent increase in A. -
(2) Nl= A1-61-62
exp (fjli2t) exp (~21t3t) = effective supply of
labor in agriculture where 61 is the elasticity of the effective supply of
labor with respect to an increase in human capital, 62 the elasticity of the
effective supply of labor with respect to labor-augmenting technology, and
l-&l-~2 the elasticity of the effective supply of labor with respect to
unskilled labor.




N1 dt A dt
~/ From here on, kl, ~2 and k3 will be treated as parameters, constant
for five- or ten-year periods of time. It is clear that each rate
is largely determined within the economic system, but to allow Kl,
K2 and K3 to have second derivatives in t would place unbearable strain
on the model that follows.-5-
(4) ;1 = (1-61-62)L61i2 +62;3
The rate of growth in the effective supply of labor in agriculture is the
algebraic sum of the following rates of growth: agricultural labor force,
human capioal in agriculture, and labor-augmenting capital in agriculture,
each weighted by its importance in determining the effective supply of labor.
. .
l-a ccK1t
(5) L1=L.e = effective supply of land in agriculture where cc
is the elasticity of the effective supply of land with respect to land-augmenting
technology and 1- = the elasticity of the effective supply of land with respect
to the land area cultivated.
(6) in L1 = (1-=) in L + =~lt
(7) ~1 = 1 dL1 = l-~ dL +cc~l = (1-a) ; + cc;
1 .— ——
L, dt L dt
The rate of growth in the effective supply of labor in agriculture is the
algebraic sum of the following rates of growth: land area used and land-
augmenting capital, each weighted by its importance in determining the






where the constant @ represents the elasticity of output with respect to an
increase in the effective supply of land. From (8), we write-6-
(9) in Y = 6 in N1 + (1-f3) in L1
(lo) ; = 1 dY = (3dN1 + 1-6 dL1 = B;l + (1-B) il
-—
~~ Nldt TF
(11) i= 6(1-61-62) i + 661 i2 + 662 k3 + (1+3) (1-=) i + (1-B)= Iil
Thus, the relative rate of growth of agricultural output is directly related
to the following rates of
human capital, land used,
double-weighted.
growth: labor force, labor-augmenting capital,
and land-augmenting technology, each appropriately
If agricultural labor force is the dependent variable, adjusting itself
to market-induced or administered changes in the other variables, we can write
We are also interested in
61 iz - 62 i3 - (1-6) (1-cc) ; -=(1-B) ~1
1-61-62 1-61-62 p(l-d~-dz) B(l-CS1-62)
the behavior over time of the marginal products
of labor and land. From (9), (3), and (6), we write
(13) in Y =6(1-61-62) lnA+ $&l~2t + i3d2~3t
+ (1-f3) (1-cc) h L + a(l-s) ~lt-7-
(14) ay = 6(1-61-62) Y
G A
(15) () d%= 13(1-CS1-62)Y &~l
T A
From (11) we substitute in (16) the value of ~, and have
+ 1362Ii3- 8(61+62) i+ (1-6) (1-~) i
the marginal product of labor varies This says that the rate of change in
directly with the growth rates in: land-augmenting capital, human capital,
labor-augmentingcapital, and land area cultivated; and
growth rate in the labor force. Under the assumptions,










the same rate as marginal product. That is,
661;2 +B62i3 - B(csl +62) i+ (1-B) (1-=) i-8-
From (13), we write
1 ay = (1-B) (l-a)
T= L
(19) ay s (1-p) (1-=) y
m L
ay
() d % = (l-@) (1-=) L
dt L2
~’







From (11) we substitute in (20) the value of Y, and have
(21)
()
~ “a(l-~):l + (361;2 + 8d2~3 +6(1-~1-~2) ~ - (~ + =-=!3)i
3L
This says that the rate of change in the marginal product of land varies
directly with the growth rates in: land-augmentingcapital, human capital,
labor-augmentingcapital, and labor force; and inversely with the growth
rate in land cultivated. Under the assumptions, average product of land








l (%) and~~, To show the effects of different rates of growth on Y,
we rewrite as follows:
. l
;, or ;3 will have the same relative effects on ;Z W increases ‘n ‘1’ 2
() z
()
and a~ . An increase in ~ will lead to identical relative increases in ~
z









If the increases in ;I , K2 s and K3 come about as a result of investments




increases in ay (and the related increases in land values) and infl’ would
m (JA
be for each land owner and each worker (approximately)a return on his share of
the total investment.
Let us examine more carefully each variable in the set influencing the
relative changes in the marginal products of land and labor. The most important
forms of land-augmenting capital are the biological and chemical inputs (new
varieties, fertilizers, and pesticides) and investments in irrigation systems.-1o-
The basic and much of the applied research that leads to improved biological
and chemical inputs is publicly financed; even for the privately financed
research and development, the publicly financed component is highly comple-
mentary. Put simply, the information required for producing biological and
chemical inputs can be regarded largely as a public good. Many of the specific
inputs (especiallynew plant varieties and fertilizers) are produced in
developed countries under reasonably competitive conditions. Thus the economic
rent that might have been generated by these improved inputs is largely passed
back to the farms, and the benefits ultimately passed on to the consumer,
Collectively farmers pay little of the costs of research and extension. Because
the supply curves for these biological and chemical inputs are quite elastic,
farmers are not required to pay the input prices that would prevail if the input
sellers were in a position to capture the productivity gains that result from
the use of these improved inputs. Indeed, it is easy to observe significant
increases in the value of land well suited for productive new varieties and
their complementary inputs.
Other things being equal, irrigation investments will increase output.
TWO forms of irrigation should be distinguished -- pump and gravity. Usually,
investments in pumps and ancillary equipment are made by individual farmers or
by small groups of farmers. Because profitability criteria are applied, the
additional income can be regarded as a return on the investment. Small gravity
projects may sometimes be feasible for individual farmers (or small groups of
farmers) and would be quite similar in their economic implications to pump
projects.-11-
Large gravity projects are a different matter. Public action is usually
required; even then the additional income can be
irrigation investment, if the marginal irrigator
a rate consistent with the cost of providing the
regarded as a return on the
is charged for the water at
water. If the water supplied
is subsidized, then the irrigator’s income will be enhanced at a small or no
resource cost to him, and the annual value of the subsidy will be capitalized
into the value of the land. The extent to which it is capitalized depends on
expectations with respect to the duration of the subsidy. A subsidy expected
to continue indefinitely will be almost completely capitalized into the value
4/ of the land. —
As we noted earlier, increases in the rate (&) of agricultural human
capital formation would also increase the rate of change in the marginal
products of land and labor in the same proportion. Individuals probably bear
a larger share of the costs of increased human capital formation (particularly
in the form of foregone earnings) than farmers bear of land-augmenting capital
investments. Further, local educational expenditures are financed to a con-
siderable extent from taxes on property in local school districts. It seems
reasonable LO argue that a considerable part of the costs of the human capital
formation that increases the rate of return to land and labor in agriculture is
borne by the beneficiaries.
~/ Although we are primarily concerned here with distribution effects, we may
properly call attention to some efficiency effects. Unless inhibited by
administrative regulations or natural conditions, an irrigator faced with
a unit water price below the resource cost of making the water available
will use more than the optimum amount of water. Less than optimum quantities
will be available to some of the other (or potential) irrigators, and the
total output from a limited supply of water will be less than is economically
possible. The irrigator is also likely to apply more of the other variable
inputs than would be the case if the water were appropriately priced.-12-






be more like human capital formation in its effect on land and labor
Again, an increase in labor-augmenting capital formation would bring
same increase in the growth rates of the marginal products of labor
Public research and extension probably make a smaller contribution
to this category, and the investor in labor-augmenting capital may be required
to pay for a larger share of the productivity gains than in the case of
land-augmenting technology.
An increase in the rate of growth of agricultural labor force (population)
will have opposite effects on the rate of change of the marginal products of
labor and land. An increase in the rate of population growth would be a result
of a greater rate of natural population growth or of migration.
An increase in the
opposite effects on the
An increase in the rate
irrigation investments,
land development.
rate of change of land area cultivated will also have
growth rate in the marginal products of land and labor.
of change in cultivated land area might result from
from land clearing, drainage, or other investments in
The most pressing set
usually includes redundant
of agricultural problems in developed
capacity to produce. Ways are sought
countries
to keep the
rate of growth of agricultural production within manageable limits. We may
regard (11) as a steady state expression of the relevant rates of change.





managers could -- at least theoretically -- limit the rate of output
. ..* .,
* 5/ In the real policy world i<l,K2 by reducing ‘kl,K2, K3, A, or L.-
are treated as parameters and determined with little concern for their
effects on the (potential) rate of growth of agricultural output. The iristru-
mental variabl~ used is the cultivated land area, and the policy managers
presumably hope that adjustments made in L and tile changes ill A will brin[~
; to tolerable rates of ciumge. The relevant expression here would be (12).
(12) i= ; -
. l
=(1-6) ;1 - (S1 ;2 -&K3 - (1-?) (1-”) L
8(1-31-32)
——
5(1-&@2) 1-61-62 ‘-61-62 6(1-61-62)
To examine the implications of our model, we need some estimates of annual
rates of change in the different time series. Table 1 gives the annual rates
chat will be used throughout the remainder of the Chapter, and Table 2 gives
6/
the parameters that will be used.- The annual rates in Table 1 are estimates
(sometimes using proxies of the annual rates of change rate from tile1946-50
average to the 1966-70
derived from historical
groups of farm inputs.
average for the U.S. The parameters are estimates
information on the relative importance of different
5_/ More thsn oge level-of government contributes to the expenditures that
change Kl, K2, and K3 -- the policy managers are federal.
6/ See the appendix for the basic data from which the estimates in both
tables were obtained, and a discussion of the data, iuclutiin: sources.-14-
1. 1/ Data Used in Model Testing. -
Definition: Annual Rate of Change in --
Total farm output
Index of total farm inputs: fertilizer and
liming materials
Human capital in the total work force
Index of total farm inputs: Mechanical power
and machinery
Index of farm population (as of April 1)
Cropland used for crops
Average value of farmland per acre
Average farm wage rate per hour w/o board
or room
Total population (as of July 1)
Personal disposable income per capita
Prices received by farmers for food products
Consumer price index for food





























1/ See Appendix for sources and discussion of data.-15-
Table 2. Parameters Used in Model Testing.L/
Definition
Elasticity of agricultural output with respect to a change
in the effective supply of labor
Elasticity of agricultural output with respect to a change
in the effective supply of land
Elasticity of tile effective supply of land with respect
to a Cilail[:i? in land-augmentiIlg capital
Elasticity of tl}eeffective supply of land with respect
to a change in land cultivated
Elasticity of the effective supply of labor witilrespect
to a change in human capital
Elasticity of the effective supply of labor witi~respect
to a change in labor-augmenting capital
Elasticity of the effective supply of labor with respect
to a change in the agricultural labor force
Price elasticity of demand for food products











1/ See Appendix for sourcesand discussion of parameters.-16-
.
Suppose the goal for Y is .0165 and that the supply managers agree co
.
an annual reduction in cultivated acreage of 0.6 percent (L = -.006). In
this case tne reduction in land cultivated is more than offset by the increased
use of land augmenting technology~-=[1 + (1-cc) ~ = .0276_~, and ~ = -.0638.
This percentage of -6.38 is the reduction in the agricultural labor force
.
required to hold Y to .dltJ5 , and may be compared with the annual 1946-7(j
.
reduction in farm population of slightly more than 3 percent (A = -.031). A
larger annual acreage reduction of 1.6 percent (~ = -,016) brings the Ilecessary
labor force reduction down to 4,66 percent (~ = -,U466), If we accept the
estimate of the natural growth rate for the total population (~? = .016) CLS
being applicable to the agricultural
migration from agriculture of nearly
.
-.006, over 6 percent for L = -,.016.
To evaluate the effectiveness
population, then an annual rate of out-
.
8 percent would be required for L =
of acreage controls for limiting output





not curtailed, we assume it is desirable to keep the agricultural
constant (; = O, implying an annual outmigration rate of 1.6
l
solve equation (11.)for L.
l
(22a) L = ~il- i2 - ‘2 1 ~3-&.$UQ~
(1-6;(1-=) ~-: (1-$(1-a) (1-:;(l-a) (l-3)(1-=)-17-
.
If we set ; = 0, then we get L = -.0379, which says that to keep agricultural
output growth under control with an annual outmigration rate of only 1.5





and L to vary.
(23) .141
the relations between changes in acreage and changes in
refer again to equations (11), (17), and (21), and allow ~
From (11) we get
.
+ .24L = -.0127
From (17), we get
(24) ~~
()
= -,28i+ .24; + .9292
3A
Substituting (23) in (24), we obtain
()
(25) ~i= -.42~+ .0165 = .72; + .954b
z
From (21), we have
()
(26) ai =.14i- .76 ;+ .0292
z
Substituting (23) in (26), we obtain
(27) &
()
= -~ + ,0165 = .5833; + .0694
2A .— —.
Table 3 shows the combinations of annual growth rates in land used and
in the agricultural labor force that would hold the growth rate in agricultural
output to 1.65 percent, and the growth rates in the marginal products of
. .
labor and land that would be associated with each combination of L and A.
No reduction in land cultivated (~ = O) would require an annual reduction-18-
Table 3. Changes in Marginal Products of Labor and Land Associated with







































































~/ A= -.0907 - 1.714 L-19-
of 9.07 percent in the labor force (implying an annual outrnigration rate of
10,67 percent); marginal product of labor would grow at an annual rate of
5.46 percent, marginal product of land at an annual rate of 1.65 percent.
No reduction in the labor force (~ = O, implying an annual outmigration rate
of 1.6 percent) would require an annual reduction of 5.29 percent in the
land used -- if according to our assumptions -- annual output increase is to
be limited to 1.65 percent. Marginal product of labor would increase at an
annual rate of 1.65 percent, and marginal product of land at an annual rate
of 6.94 percent. For a consistent combination of ~ and ~ that might be
acceptable, we examine the outcome of an annual reduction of 3 percent in
land used (~ = -.03) and a 3.93 reduction in agricultural labor (~ = -.0393,
implying an annual outmigration rate of 5653 percent). This combination
would lead to an annual growth rate in the marginal product of land of
4.65 percent, in the marginal produce of labor of 3.3 percent, well below
the average annual growth, 1946-50 to 1966-70, of 4.4 percent in income per
capita[[~,= .044].
Demand for Agricultural Products
The volume of agricultural products that can be sold in the market
depends on the population, the price, the price elasticity of demand, income
per capita, and the income elasticity of demand. If increases in agricultural




will have much to do with the volume that can be sold in the market.
factors that will influence the growth rate in that volume (~) are
elasticity of demand (r-j), the rate of change in the consumer YP-20-
. l
price index for food (P’ = ~ dP’), the rate of growth of the population (N)
P’ z
the income elasticity of demand (n ) yz , and the rate of growth of income per
[k)
z
capita ( )] i=Nd~, -—
Z dt
In developed countries, neither the price nor the income elasticity of
demand is very large. The absolute value of either seldom exceeds 0.25, and
may be somewhat smaller. In the U.S., population growth between 1946-50
and 1966-70 averaged 1.6 percent (~ = .016), and income per capita (in




Because of the volatility of agricultural supply in developed countries,
prices of agricultural products are not usually allowed to move freely.
Assume nyp = -u.2278 and consumer prices for food are allowed to fall
annually by 5 percent (~’ = -.05); per capita consumption of food products
Y
[() ~ () =Nclfi ]
*
= +.01139 will rise 1.14 percent per year.
()
With ~ = .044
N ~ dt N
and ~yZ = .162, the annual change in the total consumption of agricultural
products is defined as
For the extreme assumption of ~’= -.05
Y s .01139 + .016 + (.044)(.162)= .0345
.
(30) The relative change in total revenue = (l+~)(l+P) - 1 =
(1.0345)(0.95)- 1 = -.0172
The output that could be sold in the market would increase by almost 3.5
percent, but the total revenue from that volume of output would be less by-21-
1.72 percent. With no outmigration and labor force (population)growth of
1.6 percent, total revenue per worker would decline by 3.32 percent. If
industrial prices also declined 5 percent annually, then in real terms
revenue per worker in agriculture would increase 1.68 percent. This is
less than the assumed 4.4 percent increase in income per capita
.
(1
~– $ = .Q44_7*
With the same assumptions except that food prices are allowed to fall
.
2 percent annually, ‘~ = .00456.
()
Then; = .00456+ .016 + (.044)(.162)=
N
.0277. Relative change in total revenue would be + .0072. The output that
could be sold in the market would increase by 2.77 percent, while total
revenue would be more by 0.72 percent.
worker would decline by 0.88 percent.
2 percent annually, revenue per
percent, much less than the 4.4
7/ capita. —
worker
Total revenue per agricultural
If industrial prices also declined
in real terms would increase 1,12
percent increase assumed in income per
With all the other assumptions except prices are not allowed to fall at all
(;=0), ~ = o.
()
.
Y= O+ .015+ (.045)(.162)= ,0223
Change in total revenue = +.0223. Ou,tputthat could be sold in the market
would be more by 2.23 percent, as would total revenue. Total revenue per
worker would increase by 0.63 percent, and would be the same in real.terms,
if industrial prices also remain unchanged.
~/ If Z/N is money income, then an increase in money income of 4.4 percent
and a decline of 2 percent in the consumer price index would net a 6.6
percent increase in average real income per capita, compared to 1.12
percent for the average agricultural worker.-22-
We are also interested in the relations among the income elasticity
of demand of individual households, population growth, income, and the
aggregate income elasticity of demand. To examine these relations we write
(31) Y=Y Nand Z = Z N
F“ —. N









N E ?Tz () G
(34) dNi-NdY
nyz = () TTZ
dN+~d Z
TL () H
If we are interested in growth, then we may wish to know how a given
growth rate in national output will be divided between population growth
and growth in income per capita, and how these changes will influence aggre-
gate income elasticity of demand for a particular group of products
(agriculturalproducts, e.g.). Assume dZ/Z = .06, and, for a developed
country, assume dN/N = .015, and income elasticity of demand of an average
()








For a developing country, suppose r.lN/N = .04, dZ/Z = .03, and rlo= 0.8.
()
Then ~ d Z = -.01 and~d ~ =-.008,
z T Y ()
rlyz= .04 - .008 = .032 = 1.067
.04 - .01 .T
Table 4 shows the values of aggregate income elasticity of demand that
would be associated with different values of income growth, national
income growth rates, population growth rates, and average household income
elasticities of demand for agricultural products.
It is generally believed that household income elasticity of demand
for agricultural products is a declining function of the level of income.
AS average income (%/N) rises, then rlowould decline, probably in a non-
linear manner. It seems unlikely that a one percent rise in Z/N would
bring as large a (relative) reduction in r-lyZ in a low-income country as
in a high-income country. It also seems unlikely that a $10 increase in
Z/N would bring as large a reduction in Qyz in a high-income country as it
would in a low-income country.
We might specify that
Unless the developing country can
gl < 0s E32< 0
achieve at least as large a growth rate
in per capita income as the developed
experience as large reductions in the
developed country.
country, it is very unlikely to
income elasticity of demand as the-24-
Table 4. Values of Aggregate Income Elasticity of Demand for Agricultural
Products Associated with Different Values of Income Growth,






















0.2 0.60 0.87 1.13 1.40
0.4 0.70 0.90 1.10 1..30
0.8 0.90 0.97 1.03 1.10
1.2 1.10 1.03 0.97 0.90
!iotes: dZ is relative change in national income
-L
dliis relative change in Lotal population
T
N d Z is relative change in income per capita
() Tz
tlois income elasticity of demand for agricultural products of,
the average household-25-
Changes in qyZ are one index of the rate at which resource adjustments
must be made. The lower the ~yZ for the products of a given industry (and
the larger the rate of decline in rlyz),the larger the adjustments that
industry must make in its resource use. Because developed countries are
likely to have lower (sometimesmuch lower) population growth rates than
developing countries, they are likely to have higher growth rates in per
capita income unless the developing countries achieve correspondingly higher
growth rates in national output.
As shown in Table 4, the typical developed country (say, with dZ/Z =
.06, dN/N = .015, and rIo= 0.2) would have rlyz= 0,40; nyZ = 0.55, if no
is as high as 0.4. Employment growth in the nonfarm sectors would need to
be large enough to employ a slowly ~rowin.glabor force, plus the agricultural
labor made redundant by labor-augmenting technolo~y i~ndby low price and
income elasticities of demand for a~ricult.ural products. A typical dev2l0p-
ing country (say, with dZ!/Z= .03, dN/N = .025, zuldq. = L’.U) would Ilave
ny~ = ti*97. irnploymen~ ~rowth in the nonfarrnsectors would need to be large
enough to cover a rapidly growing labor force, but not muciilabor would need
to be transferred from agriculture unless labor-augmenting capital formation
is rapid.
Production and Demand Integrated




The target variables are growtiirate in output (Y) and in thl? marz~.llal
l
[( )1
product of labor a; . Wc wish to ke~p Y within acceptable limits. We
%
wisn to ilavetile marginal product of labor increase at an alinualrate of not
lCSS tnan 4.4 percent (a;] ~ .U44 l We are also interested in tklerate of —.
\ w
change iu the marginal product of land
increases in ~Y on the distribution of
K
pouent of the nonhuma~lproperty (U) of
()
a; because of the effect of steady
x
income. Land is an important com-
equation (1), It is clear that (~) >0
. .
\ 2L/
and especially > .u2 will lead to a steady growth in the value of land unless
there are offsettiilg changes in tilediscount rate (r) by which the stream of
future earnings of a~ asset are converted into present value,
The instrumental variables that remain to us -- subject to equations
(11), (17), (21) and (2b), and the parameters above -- are cilangesin the
land used in cultivated (~),
,
changes in the labor used in agriculture (A),
and changes in the relative prices of agricultural products (~). iivenfor
these instrumental variables, we discover that there are constraints on the
. . l
changes that may be made in A, L and P.-27-
In particular, price changes are weak instruments of control, Steadily
falling relative prices of agricultural products (~<(.)), lead to only small
increases in per capita consumption of agricultural products, because price
elasticity is realistically assumed to be low (qyp = -.2278). As far as
gross receipts per worker is concerned, the effects of the small increases
in volume resulting from lower prices, will be swamped by the effects of the
price reductions. Table 5 shows the effects of different rates of change
in agricultural prices on the growth rate in per capita consumption of
l
()
agricultural products, ~ , in total consumption of agricultural products
. N
(Y), and in the total revenue from agricultural products (T~).
l
A’ is tile
annual reduction in agricultural labor force that would keep the total
.
revenue per worker growing at an annual rate of 4.4 percent, and A“
(= i’ -.016) is tile outmigration rate that would keep ~’ at the required
level.
If agricultural prices were made to increase 2 percent annually, toLal
consumption also would rise by 1.8 percene, total revenue by 3.74 percent,
and agricultural labor force would need to decrease by 0.6 percent, requiring
outmigration of 2.2 percent. If agricultural prices were held steady (~=0),
total consumption would rise by 2,25 percent, total revenue by 2.25 percent,
the agricultural labor force would need to decrease by 2.15 percent, requiring
an outmigration rate of 3.75 percent. If prices were allowed to fall 2.5
percent annually (~ = -.025), total consumption of agricultural products
would rise by 2.8 percent, total revenue by only 0.25 percent, and agricultural
labor force would have to be reduced by 4.15 percent, requiring an outmigration-28-
Table 5. Effects of Specified Rates of Price Change on the Rates of Change
in per Capita Consumption of Agricultural Products, in Total
Consumption of Agricultural Products, in Total Revenue from
Agricultural Products, and in Agricultural Labor Force Reductions

























































1/ Relative change per annum in agricultural prices.
~/ Relative change per annum in per capica consumption of agricultural
products.
~/ Relative change per annum in total consumption of agricultural products,
~/ Relative change per annum in total revenue from agricultural products.
5/ Relativz reduction per annum in agricultural labor force required to
keep gross receipts per worker growing at an annual rate of 4.4 percent.
Q/ Annual outmigration rate required to ke~p gross receipts per worker growing
at an annual rate of 4.4 percent (~’ = A’ - ,016).-29-
rate of 5.75 percent. Finally, if agricultural prices were allowed to fall
by 5.0 percent annually (~ = -.05), total consumption would go up 3.4 per-
cent, total revenue down 1.78 percent, and the agricultural labor force would
need to be reduced by 6.18 percent, requiring an outmigration rate of 7.78
percent. In general, ; = +,02 might be said to represent the demands of the
l
more militant organizations of farmers; P = -.05 might be said to represent
the case where nearly all the productivity gains in agriculture are passed
on to consumers.
.
If we substitute Y = -t-,01b5j (~Yl = +.044, and our other parameters in
\z)
(11) and (17), we obtain the following conditions:
(36) .14~ + .24; = -.0127
. l
.28A - .24L = -.0148
.
The solution that satisfies these conditions is ~ = -.06S5 and L = -.01473.
Tnis says t’nat, under our assumptions, to hold agricultural output to an
annual increase of 1.65 percent and to make tilemarginal product of labor
increase at an annual rate of 4.4 percent would require an annual reduction
in land used of 1.5 percent and an outmigration rate of 8.15 percent!
We are also interested in the effects on the. marginal product of land.
For the case in the preceding paragrapll,
[)
g = .03124.
Table 6 shows some of the possible results of placing a limit on the
reductions in cultivated acreage. If land use may not be reduced at all
(; = O), then annual labor force reduction would need to be 9.07 percent
.
(A = -.0907) and outmigration rate 10.67 percent (A’ = .1067);-30-
Table 6. Relative Reductions in Labor Force and Cultivated Acreage Required
to Keep Supply in Balance with Demand, and the Resultant Changes
in Marginal Product of Labor, Marginal Product of Land, and
Outmigration Rate.
;g &_l
o -.0907 .0165 ,0546 .0165 -.1067
-.01 -.U736 .0165 ,0474 .0265 -.0~96
-.02 -.0564 .0165 .0402 .0365 -.0724
-.03 -.0393 .0165 .0330 .0465 -.Q553
-.04 -,0221 ,0165 .0258 .0565 -.0381
~/ Relative rate of change per annum in
~/ Relative rate of change per annum in
~/ Relative rate of ciumge per annum in
products.
4_/ Relative rate of change per annum in
&/ Relative rate of change per annum in
6_/ Relative outmigration rate per annum
cultivated acreage.
agricultural labor force,
total supply of agricultural
marginal product of labor.
marginal product of land,
from agriculture.-31-
margillalproduct of labor would increase 5.46 percent annually, marginal
product of land 1.65 percent. If land use could be reduced 2 percent
l
annually (L = -.02), then the annual labor force reduCtiOn would need to be
5.64 percent, outmigration rate 7,24 percent; marginal product of labor
would increase 4,02 percent, marginal product of land 3,65 percent annually.
Worthy of note in this simulation is that marginal product of labor can
grow at the desired rate (~ .[)44) only if the supply adjustment is made through
the labor market. If acreage reductions are relied upon to keep supply in
balance with demand, tl~e annual increase in tile marginal product of labor
will not be large ellougll to keep labor earnings in agriculture from falling
farther behind labor earnings in the nonfarm
The marginal product of labor is higher
fall than when they are allowed to fall by 2
sector,
when prices are not allowed to
p@rcent annually, but the marginal
product of land is higilerwhen prices are allowed to fall. 14arginalproduct
of labor decreases as acreage is reduced 2 or 4 percent, while--as expected--
the marginal product of labor increases,
Let us assume that the supply managers reduce acreage by 1 percent
(and attempt to hold prices unchanged), buc that labor decreases by only 2.36
percent (outmigrationrate = 3,96 perc@nE) rather than by the 7,36 percent
required to hold output down to an annual increase Qf 1,65 percent. In this
case the annual rate of increase in agricultural output will t]~2!,35
percent, or 0,74 percent more
Annual overproduction of 0,74
of 3.25 pcrcenc to absorb the-32-
If each acre of arable land is equally likely to be chosen for “retire-
ment”, then the relative distribution of land holdings by size would not be
altered. If less productive acres are chosen for retirement, then the effect
would depend upon whether the correlation between size of individual holdings
and average productivity of individual holdings was positive, negative, or
zero, Positive correlation would tend to increase the variance of gross receipts,
other things being equal, negative correlation would decrease the variance,
and zero correlation would Leave it unchanged.
Our model does not reflect any feedback from chauges (especially enforced
changes) in the rate of growth of cultivated acreage to the rate of creation
(or adoption) of land-augmenting technology. It seems clear that changes in
the value of cultivated land due to nonmarket reductions in the acreage
cultivated would stimulate the creation and adoption of land-augmenting
technology, According to the inducement hypothwis of Hayami and Ruttan (1),
a change in ~Y would be a signal not only to farmers but also to research
z
administrators and to decision-makers in Che industries producing the inputs
that embody land-augmenting technology, One would expect Chat continuing
reductions in tne land that could be cultivated would lead to an increase
in the rate of land-augmenting technological change,
Because of the restraint on thc~rate ac which land can be Caken OUC
of cultivation, the annual outmigration race from agriculture becomes a
crucial factor in the degree to which supply is kap~ in balance with market
demand, and in the growth rate of the marginal pr~duc~a of labor and of land.
Although outmigration has been treata! as riwmgmQLM co QUE imtegratwd model,-33-
it is clear that the outmigration rate is heavily influenced by the growth
rate of employment opportunities in the nonfarm sector, and by the human
capital embodied in the redundant agricultural population. The redundant
population has little or no control over the growth rate in employment
opportunities; what control there is rests with the public managers of
monetary and fiscal policy, and of incomes policy, The population that will
become redundant and the communities in which
stages in the life cycles of the redundant --
of human capital embodied in the population,
that there is a systematic tendency in United
they live do have -- at certain
some influence over the volume
We will argue in’the next section
States rural areas to under-
invest in human capital formation, particularly in formal schooling.
One important limitation of our integrated production and demand model
should be pointed out. Equations (11), (17) and (21) are expressed in terms
of physical units -- growth rates in physical output, growth rates in the
marginal physical products of labor and of land. The effect of volume offered
for sale on prices received enters through Oyp in equation (27) and the
effect of income on volume purchased through equation (26), What
has not been considered explicitly is the influtince of th~ costs of purchased
factors on average farm incomes and on the d$stribu$ion of farm incomes. If
total costs changed over time in the same propgrticm as total revenues, then
this influence could be ignored with little cone.srnfor distortions, It is
clear from Table A,4 that Che scructu?%s of agricultural production
costs has been changing steadily over che last twenty years, It is not clear
what effects the changes in the scructurs of coats have had on Elm variance
or skewness of incomes,-34-
Much of the technical change in agriculture of the last several decades
has been embodied in land- and labor-augmenting technology. Almost all of
land-augmenting technology enters in the form of variable inputs. The
labor-augmenting technology involves both large fixed and variable costs.
Any of the labor-augmenting technology that involved economies of scale
would affect both the variance and the skewness of agricultural income in
such a way as to increase the inequality of income distribution.
In developed countries, one of the programs often used to assist
agriculture (usually intended to assist small farmers) is subsidized credit,
Agricultural credit could be used for land-augmenting technology, human
capital formation, labor-augmenting cpaital, or for the purchase of land.
Land-augmenting technology comes embodied in variable inputs, such as seeds,
feeds, pesticides, fertilizer, and irrigation water; subsidizing short-term
credit might lead to the application of variable inputs beyond the optimum.
Agricultural credit is practically never used for human capital. A great
deal of agricultural credit is used for labor-augmentingcapital such as
mechanical equipment and for land, primarily because of loan security,
Interest subsidies may well lead to overinvestment in labor-augmenting
capital, shifting the demand for labor to the left, below the unsubsidized
optimum. If scale economies arise in some lin~s Qf ,agriculCural production
and if the basis for these economies of scale LIQS in mechanical equipment,
the interest subsidies might well permit the scale ~f C$@rations of sore@
individual enterprises to be carriad past Che txxnwmic optimum. In ~ither
of these eventualities, the required I,evelof migra~i~n OUL Qf agriculture
would be increased, and the effects upon inc~me d$acrlbukicm a(lv~rset Gredic
subsidies in the form of administrweive CQSCS mighr w~rk s~mewha~ mom in-35-
favor of smaller farmers who are reasonable enough credit risks to qualify
for loans at all.
Underinvestment in Human Capital in Rural Areas
The price and income elasticity of demand for agricultural products
declines steadily in developed countries as income per capita rises. At
the same time, investments in human capital., and in land- and labor-
augmenting technologymake large and steady output increases possible.
To keep supply in balance with demand requires that the resources made
redundant by demand conditions and Technological change be transferred
out of agriculture,
The basic resources in agriculture are labor (A), land (L) and
capital (~ , >, and K-j). Land can be retired, capital investments can
be curtailed, but the primary need is for human resources to be transferred
to gainful employments outside agriculture. The capacity of particular
individuals to make these adjustments depends onthe human capital embodied
in them. In turn this human capital is composed of Ehe years and quality
of schooling, the years and nature of work experience, levels of health,
location, and so ont
Here we are face-to-face with one difficulty facing ruxal people
in the United States. The fact is that public schools are operatad by local
units of government (school districts), and are financed EO a considerablti
extent out of local fiscal resources. This offers each school di~trlct some
range of choice as to how much and what quality of schooling to provide to-36-
the youth of thot district. Larger urban areas tend to have thej. r own
sc’nool clistricts, w}iflefarming areas and the villages and small cities L[la t
provide farming arca:~and themselveswili~urbalAservices tend to be ~~oupLJLl
together in SC,IOO1districts. Within the Optious Operl to them, rural people
are in a position, in co~~junction with small town residents, to choose the
volume and quality of education for rural youth,
WL~atdo they choose? Two clues are availablti as to their preferences
witilregdrd to investments in human capital.
1. !,lithin their fiscal resources, rural comrnuuities choose to spend
less per pupil in all forms of education, and rural youth “choose” to
obtain fewer years of schooling than their urban counterparts. It is not
clear that all rural communities always have the fiscal capacity to spend
as much as other comrnuuities, or chat all rural youth always have a
bona fide opportunity to obtain as many years of schooling as urban youth,
Nonetheless, the differences between urban antirural in expenditures per
pupil and in average years of schooling are large and suggestive,
2. \Jithintheir capacity to exchange their political power for
desired public goods and services, rural people have placed investments
in human capital far down on their list of priorities. What are their
priorities? According to T. W. Schultz (27, p, 129):
These price supports, acreage r~scrictions, and subsidias
hold top priority in United Statw farm policy, Virtually
all of the tim~ and though~ of the UraitmdStates Department
of Agriculture, tileagricultural unnmittxaes of Cangress, and
Lhe farm organizations is spmt on them. They exhaust the
political influence of farm pQople, But these programs do
not improve the schooling of farm chil,dr~n;they do not
reduce the inequalities in perswal distribution of w~alch
and income; they do not rwnov~ or alleviate pcnmrty in
agriculture. On the congrary, Chey worsen che distribu-
tion of income within agriculture,-37-
It is not only a matter of rural communities choosing other public “goodies”
8/ ahead of investments in human capital. - More often than not, rural citizens
have utilized their political power in opposition to human capital invest-
ments. Listen to Schultz (27, p. 126) again:
Except for agricultural vocational training and for landgrant
teaching, research, and extension work, there is strong
opposition to any and all federal aid to education. There is
also objection to public measures for medical care and health
facilities.
In terms of their ability to obtain nonagricultural employment, how
important is the educational disadvantage of rural youth? Let us digress
for a moment to discuss the structural nature of human capital formation.
Let Hl be the human capital obtained by maans of formal education
tl is the years of schooling, weighted by
C is a measure of inherited cognitive and
(37) ThenH1 = f(C, tl) fc > 0, ft > 0
quality
social learning capacity
Let t2 be the years spent in on-the-job training and work experience)
weighted by earnings during that time,
~/ This discussion assumes that the rate of return m investments in
human capital is higher for farmers Chan the rages of return on
other fixed investments in agriculture -- land purchases or improve-
ments, mechanical equipment, Irrigation facilikias, and so on.
This hypothesis has not been conclusively verified for this agricultural
sector. For a farm household, it may well be true, if ~ffspring are
likely to go into nonfarm employment, The silwatian is less clear
for offspring likely to remain in farming, Hera we are discussing
a set of issues that badly needs to be il&uminatsd by @conomic and
sociological research, As far aa public wperwliture$ on educatl,an
are concerned, the household income distribution in the rural
community may well be a nqjlec~ed fact~r in de~ermining the optimum
level axldcomposition of locaL expsnditure~ on educa~im,-38-
(38) Then H2 = g(C, Hlf t2) gc > 0, gh > 0, gt > 0
This says that human capital formation from on-the-job training and work
experience is a function not only of (weighted) years spent working, and
learning capacity, but also of the human capital previously formed through
education.
Finally, total human capital
(39) H= h(~~l,H2) hl>O, h2>0
If an estimate of an individual’s human capital is desired, HI might be
obtained from foregone earnings plus resource costs of the education,
appropriatelyweighted. H2 might be derived from earnings and HI, while
H could be obtained from some weighted combination of HI and H2, allowing
for interaction. H could be used to obtain an estimate of earnings potential.
We have already noted that rural youth are likely to have fewer years
of schooling and of poorer quality. Learning capacity being normally
distributed among all youth, rural youth of tlm same age would be likely,
on the average, to have lower H$’s than their urban counterparts. 13u t
the story doesn’t end here.
Unless the rural youth migrates toward
after he finishes his formal education, his
his H2 only at a severely discounted rate,
an urban area immediately
work experience will add to
As far a~ nonagricultural
employment is concerned, agricultural work doss not aid much to earning
potential. Compared to his urban peer, the ruralita who migrates from-39-
rural schooling and farm work experience in search of urban employment is !
at a severe disadvantage, if labor earnings are largely a return on invested
human capital.
This disadvantage would make itself felt in at least two ways. The
rural migrant would be less likely than his urban peer to find gainful
employment at all. Finding employment, the rural migrant would, on the aver-
age, be likely to earn less, Abstracting from any differential effects of
learning capacity, the growth of human capital over time of the rural migrant
after he obtains employment would be likely to lie below that of his urban
peer, and to have a lesser slope.
Incomplete but suggestive confirmation of the above conclusion comes
from a recent study by Laurits Christensen (6), who allocated farm income
to labor and capital, using both the labor basis and the asset basis, In
Christensen’s own words (p. 3), “After making this allocation we assess
whether it is plausible to conclude that the opportunity costs of all farm
inputs have been adequately compensated by farm income,”
Christensen concluded (p, 11):
Based on the methods we have used it is clear thab the
returns to farm factors of production measure up very well,
Furthermore, farm returns appear co be comparable with nonfarm
returns regardless of the levels of government expenditures
which have varied greatly over our sampla period, This would
imply that the massive government expenditures in farming have
done little but encourage the misallocation of resources. This
is a topic for further research.
The measurement of opportunity costs for farm sector factors
of production deserves a great deal of additional research.
While such evidence is accumul.acing we fe~l WLC ther.ashmld
be more skepticism of the conventional argumentq which allege
that farm income has been aubatandard.-40-
.,.It is true that these (actual) earnings are far less than
average earnings for nonfarm workers. The chief reason for
this is undoubtedly the lower skill levels of farm workers.
If skill levels translate roughly into human capital ~-as defined in (37),
(38) and (39)_T, then Christensen appears to be saying that the actual
(or potential) earnings of farm workers approximate pretty well the market
return on the volume of human capital they represent.
There is another point to be made on the effect of different levels
9/ of human capital on income distribution. - For this demonstration we
borrow concepts from Meade (23, p. 82). Wri&e income
(1) z= MN -1- VU where
B, i?= hours worked
w= earnings per hour
u= earninfi assets owned
v = rate of returu on assets
Eecause we are interested in income distribution, we write
(40) Var(Z) = Var(WN) + Var(VU) -1- 2r(WN,VU) fiar(WN) “ Var(VIJ
where r is the correlation between ‘N and VU, If thare is no association
between W or N on the one hand and V or U cm th~ othar, Lhen r approaches
O and the variance of income will hardly be greatwr than the sum of the
variances of WL and VU. Correlation be~waen WN and VU w~uld make the variance
of Z greater than it would bc if W, N, V and U were filldistributmcl normally
and were independent of each other,
~/ For an excellent discussion see Mmcsr (24).-41-
What can we say about the associations among W, N, V and U? Let
us write W, N, V and U in terms of the variables on which we believe they
depend,
(41) w = 6(H) 13~>o
lG/ 11/ Under almost any set of conditions, N is a function of H. — —
(42) Vj = V(H1, Uj-1) v~~> 0 VU>()
j-1
(43) uj =U(UO, ~ Yi, H) Uu > 0 Uy>o u~>o
i=1
Under tiw assumed conditions, WN and VU would be positively correlated
witi~eacilother through the direct correlation of W, N, V and U with 11.
10/ TWO comments may be made on the relation between N and H. First, tile —
level of embodied human capital may well infltience directly the hours
of work an individual would offer in the market. It is often rumored
(but not adequately verified, to my knowledge) that higher-income
workers offer more hours of work. The second comment concerns involuntary
unemployment. The variance of H in which wo would be interested is the
actual hours worked. This might differ substantially from the hours of
work desired by tile worker. If workers with less human capital (years
of scilooling and work experience) were more likely than average to be
unemployed, then the correlation,betweenN and H would be greater than
zero. If the data used to estimate the regression of H upon L happened
to include cross-sectionswhen unemployment was high, then the relation
between H and N would be significant and H would make a significant
contribution through N to the variability in income.
11/ In a paper presented at the 1971 Annual Meetings of the American Economic —
Association, Paul Schultz (26) reported log variances of income for
full-time workers less than one-third of the log variances for all
individuals who worked in 1969; this relation held for white and negro
males, as well as for white and sfegrofemales.-42-
The importance of off-farm earnings in the income streams
confers additional importance on human capital investments, if




level of off-farm earnings of farm operators (or family members). Table
7 shows the order of
the relation of farm
sales c~asso 12_/
magnitude of off-farm earnings, and some notion of
and nonfarm earnings to farm size as measured by gross
As far as income distribution is concerned, it seems clear that large
systematic differences in human capital between rural and urban residents
will lead to differences
through the processes of
ownership, and above all
capital.
in the means and variances of incomes, operating
migration, unemployment
through the r’elation of
or underemployment, asset
earnings rates to human
??armAsset Ownership and Income Distribution
The formulation in equation (1) provides a framework for examining another
aspect of income distribution,
(1) z =WN+vu
We have argued that the distribution of labor earnings (WN) will be
influenced significantly by the distribution of human capital. There may
be some association between W and N (through Iior other unspecified variables),
Q/ The influence of agricultural programs on income distribution has been
reasonably well documented, and will not be emphasized here. For good
analyses, see Ilonnen(3, 4) and McKee and Day (22).A
-43-
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but we assume that, for our immediate purpose, the association may safely
be ignored. “ Labor supply curves are usually depicted as (eventually)
having a backward slope. We will also assume that Cov (V,U) is small
although we have argued elsewhere that V and U are associated through the
influence of human capital on each.
We are particularly interested in V and U because assets (land and
capital) play an important role in agriculture, as we demonstrate below.
The importance of earning assets in agriculture has grown very rapidly
during the last five decades. Allen Smith of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture wrote in February 1971: “Investment in production assets per
farm worker in agriculture has increased 15 times since 1940 and more than
doubled in tilelast 1!)years.” (28, p. 101).
From Smith (28, pp. 101-102) the specifics are as follows:
Using average number of total farm workers, including both
self-employed and hired, and average number of production workers
only for manufacturing, average investment per farm worker
was $50,020; per production worker in manufacturing enterprises,
$35,222. ..,The investment per employee, including both pro-
duction and managemen$in manufacturing enterprises is $25,846; ...
...With all workers included and with farming assets valued on a
cost basis, investment per farm worker in 1969 was $23,833 as
against $25,846 per worker in manufacturing enterprises.
‘l’he value of land has appreciated rapidly in recent years. This
land appreciation, combined with a declining number of farm
workers, has tended to increase the value of production assets per
worker very rapidly when calculated on a current value basis.
U_/ E(WN) = Cov (W,N) i-E(w) E(IJ)* We assume for the moment that COV
(W,N) + 0.-45-
Apparently the difference between $50,020 per worker and $28,633 is duc
largely to tile appreciation in land values which result from using current
land values (as opposed to cost basis in the much lower estimate).
If we use equation (1) in our formulation of income for the purpose of
studying income distribution, we must take account of capital gains, which
appear to be very important in U. S. agriculture. The order of magnitude
of capital gains can be seen from Table 8, taken from a recent article by
Bhatia (2). For the 1947-48 period, nominal capital gains amounted to
$166 billion, Corrected for changes in purchasing power, the total becomes
$94 billion. Thess estimates include capital gains on farm real estate,
livestock, crop inventories, and maci~ineryand motor vehicles. In nominal
terms, these were $141.5 billion, $5.1 billion, $3.9 billion, and $1S.6
billion respectively for the 1947-68 period; adjusted for changes in purcl~asing
power the same figures were $87.9 billion, - $1.9 billion, - $0.3 billion,
and .$8.3billion respectively. It should be stressed that the data in the
table are nominal and accrued (based on current values), neither real nor
14/
realized values. —
Though not precisely addressed to the income distribution question, some
data on the distribution of farm assets are available. If value of gross
value of sales can be thought of as a proxy for owned assets, then Table 9
provides some information both on the distribution of assets and on the
direction of change over time in that distribution. It appears from Table
9 that the first moment
14/ A rough indication —
in Table 7.
is increasing, while the second and
of the distribution of assets amon~
third moments
farm units is found-46-











Farm Farm gains as Accrued gains as
Farm capital percent of farm percent of
income gains income personal income
(billions of current dollars)
21.0 3,2 15.2 7*4
16.9 10.9 64.5 21.8
14,5 3.0 20.7 23.3
15.9 3.9 14.5 1.7
16.7 9.2 55*1 19.6
20.2 14.5 71,8 n.a.
Kul B. Bhatia, “On Estimating Capital Gains in U.S. Agriculture,”
AJAE, 53:502-506 (August 1971), p. 505.Table 9. Number of Farms
in thousands,
Economic class by






























































1/ Adjusted for census underen~eration and to be consistent with number
of farms reported (SRS for 1960 and 1965).
2/ Census farm concept without adjustments.
Source: R. F. Daly, J. A. l)empseyand C. W. Cobb, “Farm Numbers and Sizes
illthe Future,” in Size, Structure and Future of Farms, Ames, Iowa
State University Press, 1972, Table 17,3.-48-
are declining. The distribution of ,farmassets, changes over time, and tile
effects u~Jont:lesize distribution of farm and total income is anot!ler
rescarcfl project.
Professor Lianos (21) of the University of California at !lavishas devc.l-
oped eviiel~cetilatindicates C;iat labor’s relative snare dcclineti Silarply
from 1949 throug!l 196S. Three measures were developed; “one ~–estimate, Sb~
based on gross output, and one ~—estimate, SL’_~ based on value adde~~,wcre
obtainzd by deflating wage rate estimates by the index of prices paid by
farmers (1957-59 = 100) and output estimates by the in&x of prices received
by farmers (1957-59 = 100) ...a tilird estimate, SL” has been obtained by
using money wages and by dividing the resulting wage bill by gross output
in current prices.” (21, p* 413)
The results are shown in Figure 1 and in Table 10. What stands out
from the figure and the table is t!latthe relative share of labor has
declined by more than 50 percent in real terms (SL and SL’), by approxi-
mately olle-t;lird in current values (sL”). In terms of deflated gross
output, tlm relative share of labor dropped in less than 20 years from
more tilall 2/5 to less than 1/50 If we look at deflated value added, the
decline is from nearly 3/4 to 1/3. For gross output and money wages in
current prices, the relative share fell from almost 3/8 to slightly over
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Figure 1. Relative share of labor in U.S. agriculture
Source: Theodore P. Lianos, ‘fTheRelative Share of Labor in U.S.
Agriculture, 1949-69,” AJAE, 53:412 (August 1971.).-50-





















































































~/ (Wage rate) (man-hours) ~ value of total output, with wage rate deflated
by the index of prices paid by farmers, and value of total output deflated
by the index of prices received by fanners.
&/ (Wage rate)(man-hours) ~ value added in agriculture, deflated as described
in footnote 1,
~/ (Wage rate)(man-hours) s gross output, all in current prices.
Source: Theodore P. Lianos, “The Relative Share of Labor in U.S. Agriculture,
194Y-68,” AJAE, 53:413 (August 1971).-51-
Summary and Concluding Remarks
We ilavedeveloped a
and asset ownership -- a
income distribution Chat
model embodying production, demand, human capital,
model that illuminates some of the influences on
are felt during the process of agricultural
development in a developed country. An even more important goal was the
development of a model that will provide insights into these influences on
income distribution and serve as a conceptual framework for measuring their
effects. In particular, we developed a model that can be made to reveal an
agenda of research needed for a better understanding of
effects of agricultural development, and ultimately for
income distribution in directions desired by society.
From a Cobb-Douglas aggregate production function,
the income distribution
attempts to modify
we derived a stcady-
state expression of the important variables on which depend the three growth
rates in which we are interested -- agricultural output, and the marginal
products of labor and land. The influential variables include growth rates
in: (1) land cultivated, (2) land-augmenting capital, (3) agricultural
labor force, (4) human capital, and (5) labor-augmenting capital. ‘rile
effects of changes in these factors on the three target variables are
illustrated, by using empirically dervied rates of change, the difficulty
of limiting agricultural output by controlling land cultivated is shown.
If clamped down hard enough, acreage limitations can be effective in holding
the rate of output growti~down to an acceptable level, but have an unvarying
tendency to raise returns to land and to lower returns to labor.-52-
In developed countries, both the price and income elasticities of
demand for agricultural products are low. The effects of output increases
on prices, total revenue, and total revenue per worker are shown for dif-
ferent growth rates in agricultural output. For given combinations of relative
output increase and rates of change in acreage cultivated, the outmigration
rates required to keep marginal product of labor (or gross revenue per
agricultural worker) increasing at a specified rate are worked out. As
far as agricultural labor incomes are concerned, lowering agricultural prices
increases the volume sold, but the quantity effect is swamped by the price
effect.
When the production and demand models are used together it is apparent
that the twin goals of supply control and labor income growth require a
balance between acreage reduction and labor transfers out of agriculture.
In the existing political climate, failure of labor to migrate at an
acceptable rate requires greater reliance on acreage reductions, which in
turn exert strong downward pressures on the marginal product of labor,
Research is needed on the possibility of using some of the other influences
on agricultural output as instrumental variables. Besides land cultivated
aud agricultural labor, these potential instrumental variables include
land-augmenting technology, labor-augmentingcapital, and human capital.
Reducing tilegrowth rate of human capital would be an ineffective instrument
of raising labor incomes in agriculture because a lower rate of human capital
formation in the agricultural population which would presumably lower the
rate of output increase might also be expected to depress the outmigration-53-
rate from agriculture. Labor-augmenting capital formation is subject to
social control, if interest rates are subsidized or if publicly financed
research plays an important role in developing the underlying technology,
Direct means of depressing this rate do exist in the form of taxation, for
example. Public research funds could be diverted into the development of
labor-intensive technology, if that is technically feasible.
Public funds are important in the generation of land-augmenting
technology. Increased use of land-augmenting inputs increases the effective
supply of land; this makes it necessary to reduce further the land acreage




product (and value) of the land still in cultivation;
the profitability of using land-augmenting inputs; and
product of labor. If agricultural prices are permitted
to fall, than society benefits from the technologicalchange due to land-
augmenting technology. Careful investigation is needed to compare the gains
in efficiency to society with the adverse effects on the income distribution
operating through land and labor returns. If the gains to
enough than some of the gains might be used to redress the




controlling the rate of output growth might be through reducing (or managing)
the flow of public funds into the development of land-augmenting technology.
The use of land-augmenting inputs could also be influenced by direct
taxation of tileinputs.-54-
Even if these additional means of limiting the rate of output growth
prove to be effective and feasible, the rate of labor outmigration from
agriculture will still play a key role in maintaining a supply-demand
balance and an acceptable rate of growth in agricultural labor incomes.
The probability that redundant agricultural labor will transfer to gainful
employment outside agriculture depends to considerable extent on two
factors: (1) growth of nonfarm employment opportunities, and (2) the volume
of human capital embodied in the redundant labor. The first factor is
controlled by the federal managers of monetary and fiscal policies, and
incomes policy. As for the second factor, it is argued in this study that
there is a chronic tendency for rural areas and rural people to underinvest
in human capital. In combination with less than full employment, this
underinvestrnent holds down outrnigrationfrom agriculture and not only
intensifies the difficulty of keeping supply and demand in balance but also
intensifies tiledownward pressure on labor returns in agriculture. Support
for this hypothesis is found in evidence that the returns to farm labor are
comparable to the returns to nonfarm labor when account is taken of skill
levels. It is also argued that human capital not only influences the
average earnings rates, but,in an economy not always fully empl.oyedj also
affects the income distribution through the hours worked,
Finally, we turn briefly to the influence that ownership of farm
assets has on the distribution of income. Agriculture is shown to be
increasingly an asset-intensive activity, with real estate accounting for
nearly 80 percent of the value of all assets used in agriculture, and 80
percent of farm operators’ equity capital (assets owned by farm operators).r5- -J
The price of farm real estate rose 195 percent from 1950 to 1971 (14, p. 9)
and much of this increase can be attributed to two facets of agricultural
development -- rapid growth in land-augmenting technology, and the use of
acreage reductions to control supply. The gains from these value accretion
ilave , of course, been larger for the larger land owners, The magnitude of
the effects of capital gains on income distribution can be inferred from
the fact that the ratio of capital gains to farm income averaged .425 for
six selected years during the 1948-68 period. ‘me decline ilithe relative
share of labor in U.S. agricultural income was dramatic during this same period.
Quit.’likely the distribution of human capital is also one of the important
determinants of the distribution of earning assets, and tile asset distribution
contributes to the mean, variance, and skewness of incomes.
The agricultural development process in the U.S. has created strong
downward pressures on average farm incomes. Some of tne programs designed
to deal with these pressures have skewed income distribution toward assets
and against labor. Tileprograms required to neutralize the income distri-
bution effects of technologicalchange, of low price and income elasticities
of demand for rural products, and of low income elasticity of demand in rural.
areas for human capital ilavenot been forthcoming, The policies and program
used in agriculture have undoubtedly increased the contribution of the
agricultural seccor LO over-all income inequality.
At the same time additional research is needed to spell out more
accurately the degree of rural underinvestment in human capital, the role-56-
of human capital in migration, tilecharacteristics of the distribution of
assets among farm operators, and the effect on over-all income distribution
of other influences emanating from agriculture. Design of agricultural pro-
grams should include more careful attention to equity effects, in addition
to efficiency effects. It should also be clearly understood that equity
considerations require attention to a much broader set of programs than
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APPENI)IX
The empirical information shown earlier in Table 1 was developed
largely from actual time series, The seventeen series considered in arriving
at Table 1 are shown in Table Al, where the sources are given. The five-
year rates of change (1946-50 to 1951-55, 1951-55 to 1956-60, 1956-60 to
1961-65, and 1961-65 to 1966-70), and the twenty-year rate of change (1946-50
to 1966-70) are given for nearly all of the seventeen series in Table A.2.
The average annual rates of change for each period and for the whole twenty-
year period are given in Table A.3,
For many of the desired rates, time series that are direct measures of
the magnitudes of interest ware readily available, largely from the Economic
Research Service of tile U.S. Department of Agriculture. Rates of change
could be estimated directly from these data,
Among the annual series available from 1946 through 1970 are “Index
of total farm output” (shown in Column 4 of Table Al, and used to estimate
;); “Population of the United States, as of July l,” (shown in Column 2,
and used to estimate ~; “Average value of farmland per acre” (Column 7,
.
used to estimate change in marginal product of land & ); “Farm Populati..)n
() ~L
as of Aprille” VOr the farm population series, a change in the definition of
rural farm and rural nonfarm was made in 1960, and we have to deal with
two series, shown in Column 50 In Column 5a we converted the two series
in Column 5 into index numbers, using 1960=100 for each series. We obtained
*
our estimates of A from the resultin~ index number series. This is not a
perfect adjustment for tilediscontinuity in the series, but it is believed
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Source: See end of Table Ala-67-
Table A.ld. Annual Data Used in Testing Model
Sources of data:
Column 1: lg44-56, (12, Figure 27).
1957-59, (13, Figure 3).
1960-70, (14, Figure 2).
Column 2: 1944-49, (30a).
1950-71, (30b).
Column 3: 1949-71, directly and 1945-48, computed from data provided
by C. Kyle Randall, liconomicResearch Service, [J,S.Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington.
Column 4: (2o, Table 12).
Column 5: 1945-50, (7a); 1951-60, (7b); 1960-70, (7c).
Column 5a: Computed from Column 5.
Column 6: 1945-49, (34, Table 21); 1950-70, (5, Table 4); 1971, (Randall)
Column 7: Computed from data provided by C. Kyle Randall} Economic
Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
Column 8: (20, Table 1).
Columlt9: 1$M4-49, (18); 1950-59, (11, Fif~urO73); 196!.)-70, (1~+,
Figure 121); 1971, (Randall)
Column 10: (2(J, T(l’ole 1), 1971, (Raltdall)
Column 11: 1944-49, estimated from data found ill(13, Figure 5);
1950-71, (14, Figure 41),
Column 12: 1944-49, estimated from data found in (Jj, Figure 18);
1950-59, estimated from data found in (13, Figure 32);
1Y6U-71, (14, Figura 36),
Column 13: 1944-49, estima~ed from data found in (31, p. 324);
1950-71, (14, Figure 41).
Column 14: 1.939-64,(8, Table 15); 1965-69; (7, T’able! 1,2)
Column 15: (5, Table l.).
Column 16: (5, Table 1).
Column 17: (5, Table 1).-(j~-

























































































































to Table A,l for identificationof each series designated here by
number.
1)/ 1964 to 1969.
7/ 1944 to 1?64.
~/ 1944 to 197d.
e/ 194LIto 1964.
na ~{otavailal~le.




















Annual Average Rates of Change for Five-Year Averages of Annual





































































































a/ Refer to Table A.1 for identificationof each series desi~nated by number.
~f 1964 to 1969.
c/ 1944 to 1964,
z/ 1944 to 1970,
;/ 1940 tO 1964.
na [Jotavailable.
Source: Cornputsdfrom Table Al.-70-
In effect, we are using changes in the farm population as a proxy for changes
iu tlif2 farm labor force. This introduces biases whose nature is unknown,
but this procedure appeared to be more acceptable for our purposes tilanany
other available.
For a measure of the land input, we used “Cropland used for crops”




pasture (Column 15), grassland pasture (Column 16), and forest
pasture and range
land use recorded
(Column 17), Table A.3 shows that all four
20-year declines of the same order of
maguitude, The predominant importance of cropland used for crops as a land
input made us feel some confidence in an estimate based on tllcchanges in
cropland used for crops.
Another rate estimated directly was based on “Average farm race per
‘nourw/o board aildroom,” As is evident from the source for Column 3, the
early years of ti~isseries had to be estimated from a closely related
series by using the average ratio between the two series for the ten years
followiug the missing years; the ratios seamed to be reasonable, exhibiting
little secular tretd, Changes in this series w~re ueaclas u proxy for the
*
changes iu marginal product of labor ~ .
() 8A
“Personal disposable income per capita,” measured in current dollars,
was available for the whole period and is shown in Column 1. ‘i’his series
l
was the basis for estimates of Z .
()
“Coneumer price indcxi food” could
7
be obtained for the whole period only by splicing ~hra~ series together,-71-
but tile procedure appeared to give acceptable results. Shown in Coluimn13,
l .
this series was used to measure P’, where P was obtained from “Prices received
by farmers for food products,” given in Column 11. ~ was resressed against
.
P’ for the years 1946-70. The regression
yieldecian R20f .6635. l “ P and P’ w%re expressed in percentages. This
regression enables us to relate changes in food consumption per capita to
cilangesin prices paid farmers Chrough the relationship between retail food
prices axldpriceS paid farmers.
Rates of change in tilethree forms of agricultural capital were mucilmore
difficult to es~imate. As a proxy for the rate of change in the use of labor-
augmentillg capital, we used the “Index of total farm inputs: mechanical power
and machinery,” shown in Column 80 It is obvious that developing a wei~iltin~
procedure and takixlg adequate account of quality changes are very difficult.
Among the uifferent proxies that were available and mi@lt have been used,
l
this series seemed LO be preferable. It was used to estimate Ka,
It was not possible to find a series to represent directly the human
capital embodied in tileagricultural labor force, or even an annual series
to reprcselit the volume of human capital in the total population. 7’0test
our model, we used a rate obtained from estimates by T. W. Schultz (26a,
P.6). Professor Schultz estimated the value of the educatio;~al capital.in
tile labor force for l~~y and 1957, and using some estimatt+s of Mincer (23a),
developed “guesses” for 1939 and 1957 of the human capital.embodied in-72-
on-tile-jobtraining of males in the labor force. llyinterpolation and com-
bination, 1 obtained an annual growth rate of 4.58 percent in the growth of
human capital in the labor force (defined here as educational capital and
capital embodied in the ou-the-job training of males in tilelabor force).
UsinG 4 percent as an approximation il:volvesthe heroic assumptions that
estimates based on the 1929-57 and 1939-57 periods would also be valid for
the 1969-79 decacie,and that fjrowthrate estim:ltcsfor tilemale labor force
could be appli:lcl without adjustment to the agriculturLll labor fore.s. If
forced to ~u~:;:;, I IJi)uld SUrllij3G t;_ICl~ th(? ~ChLl?. LZ [:S~ilWlt!! of t“l, i C,)t)-t:l:2- jo’~
t.r:!i]li:i~~ corlipo;L,.’llt ni; j]l; 1*cLuo ,ligt; for Lik +;ricultur:il;.ai)c)r fore.;,ti~~;
cstiim.~cc of ~,1~ e.; uca~iu, ~a.L c,lp itaL or ttlu!.aborforcr i!]i~,klt t)cto.)low.
Lecaus(l of Ll)esubs~autial disparities,; iIL 19(;(), ti!e Lrowt.1 r:~tein LiLQ
rural areas may k ;lip,hcr ever.if the median years of sc.looli.L~~ are sti.Ll.
well below t.le ur’~anareas. I would also surmise that cue rates of ~he
1960’s would be higi~arthaILfor 1$29-57. OUr judgment is EIUL tlk raL2
Cilosenis a reasorlably conservative esCimate for t?i~ 1946-73 ~):-+riod.
For cllangcsin tileimportance of lallci-augmenting tec[uko].o~y, llo
proxy -- or cumbi]lation of proxies -- -seemedto be satisfactory. Three
series were examined: “Index of total farm inputs: fertilizer and .Limill~
materi~ls” (Lolumn 10), “Tots]. Collcet:trates fed” (~OIUIIlri g), and “irrigated
land iilfarms” (Columl 14). It was my hope that the fertilizer series might
represent the changes ililand-augmenting technology as applied to crop pro-
duction, ti~~tthe concentrates series might serve as a proxy for changes in
land-augmalting technology as appliea to livestock production, and that the-73-
irrigated land series might represent changes in
assumptions ueroic enough to justify using these
irrigation investments. Making
series as a basis for CStimatiIlg
changes in the use of land-augmenting capital still leaves open the question
of klowto weight their contributions. Tileonly attractive alternative was to
weight eacilseries according to tileproportions that crop production (less
irrigated crop production), livestock production, and irrigated crop production
were of total agricultural productiorl measured in value terms.
of
in
Table A.3 shows that, over the 20-year period, the average.annual rate
change in tilefertilizer index was over 6 1/2 percel)t,in irrigated lattd
farms nearly 3 percent, and in total concentrates fed nearly 2 percent.
6
I took tilecol,~qrd’s way out and used .06 as an estimate for 1{1without any
aclditional Sleighc-of-handwith tile numbers.
One brief comment on the estimated rates should be made at this point.
Some of tl)erates used were not particularly stable over time, as Table A.3
illustrates. I~lflation undoubtedly influenced the 1961-65 to .1966-70rates
for personal income, and farm wages. Population growth rates showed a
tendency to decline over time. Unstable outmigration rates tended to make
for uneven rates of change in the farm population. Rates of change in the
croplarrcl used, in mechanization,and in concentrates fed, also varied con-
siderably over tileperiod of interest. The rapid rate of ~rowtllin tl~euse
of fertilizer was interrupted during the 1956-60 period. Rates of change in
farm prices, retail food prices, and food consumption per capita were also
irregular over the period. One of tlic next items on ti]e writer’s agenda is
to test tlw explanatory power of the model for the charr~cr~tes for shortur
p[:riodsof time.-74-
Testing the model required estimates of the elasticities listed in Table
2 -- $9 a, ~ls ~2~ nyp, and nyzt For the two demand elasticities (~yp and ]lYZ),
we used tl~e estimates published in 1961 by i3randowand generally applicable
to tilelast half of tk 1950-60 decade. For rlyp,we used Drandow’s estimate
of -.2278 for the farm-level price elasticity of demand for all food (4a,
Table 10). For nyz, we used Brandow’s estimate of .162 for the income elasticity
of demand for all food consumed at home by nonfarrnfamilies (~+a, p. 20). One
would anticipate that continued growth since the 1950’s in personal disposable
income per capita would have driven tileabsolute values of price elasticity
of demand and income elasticity of demand below Brandow’s estimates. Thus these
estimates would appear to be on the conservative side.
Estimates of tl~e other elasticities -- B, ~, $1, arid82 -- were obtained
by means of informal. procedures from Table A.4. From tiletable it can be
seen that these elasticities have been undergoing drastic changes since
That is to say, Llleimportance of each input group but farm real estate




thirds and farm real estaLe haS barely increased in importance, fertilizer and
lime have quadrupled, mechanical power and machinery,and feed, seed and
livestock have each almost doubled, and “all others” has illcreased in importance
by one-half. A next test of the model is to apply it to five-year periods,
allowing the production elasticities to change from one period to another,
as in fact tl~ey sewn to ilavedone.
one fil~i~l evaluation can bc made of the rates of cllal~~;e (based largely
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a/ Includes taxes, interest on inventory, pesticides, ~IiSUrarlCe, contaners,
binding materials, dairy supplies, irrigation O & M charges, veterinary,
telephone, and ginning charges.
Source: Data provided by C. Kyle Randall,
Department of Agriculturej and by
urfiallization.
ltconomic Research Service, U.S.
Uonald Durust of t!lcsame-76-
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also have the following expressions:
(11) ;= ‘(1-B) il + B61~2 + 6d2~3 + B(l-dl-d2) ~ + (1-B)(l-a)~
(17) ~
()




= a(l.-13);1 + f3J1i2+8$i3+ fl(l-q-dj i +~–(1-D)(l-”)-l_7i
K
we substitute our estimates of the variables in Table 1 and the elasticities
Table 2 for the items on the rignt hand side of equations (11),
-.-) and (#’ obtain computed values of ~, ~a~ The observed and computed
.
values are shown in table A.5,
__—. .—.
Table A.5. Observed and Computed Values of the Following Rates of Change:
Index of Total Farm Output, Average Farm Wage Rate Per Hour
and Average Value of Farmland Per Acre.
Index of.total Average farm wa~e Average value of.farm-
1tern output (Y) rate per hour aY
()
land per acre aY
% () E
Observed value .0165 .039 .06
Computed value ,u2342 .03644 .U2942
Source: Tabl& 1 for obscrveci values.-77-
.
As far as Y is concerned, our model says that the actual rates of change
of the five inputs -- ~1~ [2, 23, ~ and ~ -- should have generated an annual
a
rate of increase in Y of 2,34 percent, rather than the observed annual increase




of supply management programs and the failure of resources
adjust into more efficient utilizations. In 1966, Tyner
a study designed to determine “the optimum level and
combination of resources in U.S. agriculture that would have (1) minimized the
cost of production, and (2) made marginal value products for all.resources
equal to their earnings in alternate uses.” (30, p, 287), In part, they
concluded:
Adjustment of farm resources ~–in 1952-61_7 to an equilibrium
level, with all variable resources earning an opportunity cost
return, would have entailed a reduction of 4,2 billion 1947-49
dollars, or 12.5 percent of the actual input volume. The cost of
excess capacity was approximately $2.2 billion or 6.6 percent of the
resource volume: the cost of a nonoptimal input mix was $2 billion,
or 5,9 percent of the resource volume. (30, p, 303)
This seems to say that the resources actually committed to agricultural
production could -- if combined efficiently -- have produced more than was
actually produced. From the Tyner-Tweeten analysis, it would appear that the
actual resources committed could have produced as much as 14.3 percent more
than actual agricultural output. The influence of this adjustment upon the
growth rate is not so clear. We conclude that an accurate adjustment would
have reduced somewhat the discrepancy between the observed and the computed
growth rate. In effect, we are arguing that the actual growth rate was a
disequilibrium rate, for the reasons mentioned above,-78-
For the marginal product of labor f~ ,
()
the computed value is much closer
aA
to the observed value. A discrepancy this large (or even larger) could be
accounted for by disequilibria in labor use, except that improvements in the
allocation of labor would presumably increase the observed value and also
increase rather than reduce the discrepancy.
The largest discrepancy between the observed and computed values arises
for the marginal product of land a;
()
, where the observed value is more than
x
twice tilecomputed value, Two major reasons c:.in be su~~ested for this lar};~
iiscrepmcy. First, chanqes in tllcsel.lin~prices for l.aocl incl.uck a ::reat





land-ausnen~iug technolofiy, ‘JIle farnmr using the services of
the crop allotwt:t attached to tlieland. por some crc]ps,such as
tile franchise value of the .Land is much higher than tile opportunity
identical land without a tobacco allotment.




of lal)d-augn]enting technology does noL bear their full cost.
SCWdS of new, productive crop varieties, or improved disease,
control measures, or improved feed rations, particularly those produced
under conditions of elastic supply. These increases in productivity, almost
costless to the farmer, become embodied in the value of the land, as would
any other increase in the “net product of land”. Another example is develop-
ment of gravity irrigation systems,Which provide water to the farmer at a
charge less than the cost of producing the water (and less than the opportunity-79-
~alue of the water). As before, this subsidy becomes capitalized into the
15/ value of the land.—
Whether the discrepancy between observed and computed value of land
$s accounted for by the “franchise value” of acreage allotments, by the rapid
growth in the availability of land-augmenting technology, and by irrigation
and other subsidies is an important subject for further research, It is
ctlearthat otivervariables would be needed to make equation (21) useful as
g predictor of tile average value of farm land.
&/ In their study of changes in land prices, HerdL and Cochrane (17)
obtained results that appear to be consistent with our hypothesis.